WARRANTY
All La Bastille products come with a limited one year warranty.
La Bastille will repair or replace, at their option, any faulty product deemed to be
the result of material or manufacturing defects. This does not include damage
caused by faulty handling, installation, consequences of inappropriate use of
surface, improper maintenance of surface or accidental damage or leaving the
uninstalled product in an unconditioned space for an extended period of time.
La Bastille specializes in the use of living metals which naturally patina and
respond to their environment. Defects do not include naturally occurring
changes to the surface due to patina and/or use. Cleaning with bleach, ammonia
or products containing bleach or ammonia are not recommended by La Bastille
will void this warranty. Cutting the top for any purpose also voids the warranty.
We cannot warranty a bar top that is stepped on, climbed over, or otherwise used
in a manner which compromises the integrity of the product.
La Bastille is not responsible for any damages caused from improper use, nonuse or improper installation of our lift assist hardware on flip gates.
The purchaser will have the obligation to inspect the product(s) immediately
upon receipt to determine if damage has occurred during shipment. Damage
resulting from shipping must be reported immediately in writing to La Bastille so
we may report it to the carrier and determine best course of action.
Damaged components that will be replaced by La Bastille must be returned to
our warehouse. Labor costs for other contractor’s work and/or replacement of
adjacent materials are not included in warranty coverage. This warranty is
limited to the repair or replacement only of the defective parts that are
returned to La Bastille that are determined by the company to be defective.
Products returned for repair or replacement must be given prior authorization by
La Bastille management before client shipment.
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